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Abstract 14 

This study describes the spatial distribution of the melting layer (ML) in a winter 15 

stratiform precipitation system associated with a south-coast cyclone (SCC) on 30 16 

January 2015 over the Kanto Plain, Japan, using an X-band polarimetric radar at 17 

Funabashi operated by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism. The 18 

detailed horizontal distribution of surface precipitation types based on Weather Reports 19 

from citizens provided by Weathernews Inc. (WNI reports) was also investigated in 20 

relation to the ML structure. 21 

Surface precipitation in the Kanto Region started with rain and then changed to 22 

snow around Tokyo. According to WNI reports, a large dry snow area had formed 23 

around Tokyo by 0900 Japan Standard Time (UTC + 9 hours), while surface rainfall 24 

continued in the southeast of the Kanto Plain (most part of Chiba and southern part of 25 

Kanagawa). A boundary line between the surface dry snow and rain areas became clear 26 

in the eastern part of Kanagawa and the northwestern part of Chiba. This boundary then 27 

gradually moved inland. 28 

Polarimetric ML signatures suggesting the presence of melting snow were 29 

continuously observed above the rainfall area in the southeast of the Kanto Plain. The 30 

polarimetric ML signatures, on the other hand, approached the ground near the surface 31 

dry snow-rain boundary while the surface snowfall was predominant around Tokyo. 32 

During the mature snowfall period around Tokyo, the ML vertically extended below 1 33 

km above sea level near the surface dry snow-rain boundary, which indicates the 34 

presence of a local horizontal temperature gradient and a surrounding ~0°C 35 

near-isothermal layer. It is suggested that this vertically extending ML coincided with 36 

the edge of a cold air mass in the lower atmosphere, which often forms during snowfall 37 
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associated with SCCs in the Kanto Region. 38 

  39 
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1. Introduction 40 

The Kanto region in Japan typically receives little snow, especially in the plain part 41 

(i.e., the Kanto Plain). However, snowfall events do occur about ten times a year, 42 

sometimes resulting in accumulation of snow on the ground. Even a few centimeters of 43 

snow can have a significant impact on traffic, logistics, and the daily lives of people in 44 

this region because the urban infrastructure is not fully prepared for snowfall. 45 

Techniques to monitor the area of snowfall and distinguish it from the area of rainfall 46 

are therefore required to adapt social activities in the region to the occasional snowfall. 47 

Snowfall events on the Kanto Plain are often associated with winter extratropical 48 

cyclones (Yamamoto 1984), so-called south-coast cyclones (SCCs), that pass by the 49 

southern coast of Japan (e.g., Takano 2002). Snowfall from SCCs commonly occurs in 50 

the stratiform precipitation region on the north side of a warm front (Yamamoto 1984; 51 

Tomiyama 2001; Araki et al. 2015). Whether snow particles aloft arrive at the ground 52 

without melting depends mainly on the temperature in the lower atmosphere. One of the 53 

conventional indicators of surface snowfall over the plain region is a temperature below 54 

−6°C at 850 hPa (~1.5 km above sea level (ASL)). However, higher temperatures, up to 55 

~0°C at 850hPa, can accompany snowfall on the Kanto Plain during SCCs (Yamamoto 56 

1984; Tomiyama 2001). More important factor for snowfall in this region is the vertical 57 

temperature profile below 850 hPa. The formation of shallow cold air masses over the 58 

Kanto Plain likely contributes to vertical thermodynamic profiles that favor snowfall at 59 

the ground. Northerly advection of cold air at low levels and/or diabatic cooling related 60 

to the melting and evaporation of precipitation particles have been considered as 61 

possible causes of shallow cold air-mass formation (Yamamoto 1984; Tomiyama 2001). 62 

However, observation of these thermodynamic processes with sufficient spatiotemporal 63 
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resolution is difficult, and this is the main limitation in real-time monitoring and 64 

forecasting of snowfall in this region. 65 

One of the dominant approaches to detect the spatial distribution of precipitation 66 

types is polarimetric radar observation. Generally, polarimetric signatures such as 67 

differential reflectivity (ZDR), the correlation coefficient between horizontal and vertical 68 

polarization signals (rhv), and the specific differential phase (KDP) do not show a crucial 69 

difference between dry snow and rain areas in regions with moderate values of radar 70 

reflectivity (Zh) (e.g., Ryzhkov et al. 2005). However, some polarimetric measurements 71 

show robust signatures that indicate the presence of a melting layer (ML; e.g., Zrnić et 72 

al. 1993; Brandes and Ikeda 2004; Tabary et al. 2006; Giangrande et al. 2008; Shusse et 73 

al. 2011), which is usually located between dry snow and rain areas and is associated 74 

with melting aggregated snow in stratiform precipitation. For example, rhv decreases 75 

markedly in regions with melting hydrometeors with a wide distribution of axis ratios, 76 

shapes, and canting angles. A bright band (BB) in Zh and a peak of ZDR in their vertical 77 

distributions are also common features of the ML in stratiform precipitation. Thus, 78 

development of a method to distinguish areas of snowfall from those of rainfall by 79 

taking advantage of polarimetric ML signatures is warranted. 80 

Some previous studies have proposed algorithms for automatic ML detection using 81 

polarimetric radar measurements. For example, Brandes and Ikeda (2004) estimated the 82 

freezing (0°C) level with a horizontal spacing of 5 km using statistically modeled 83 

vertical profiles of polarimetric ML signatures of Zh, rhv, and the linear depolarization 84 

ratio (LDR). Tabary et al. (2006) proposed a ML identification algorithm based solely 85 

on the profiles of rhv, which assumes the height and thickness of the ML to be uniform 86 

within the radar observation area. Giangrande et al. (2008) and Boodoo et al. (2010) 87 
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estimated the ML top and bottom as a function of azimuth using radial profiles of Zh, 88 

ZDR, and rhv. These algorithms are premised on some degree of horizontal uniformity of 89 

ML. However, spatially variable ML structures such as multiple MLs (Ikeda et al. 2005) 90 

and rapidly changing ML heights (Boodoo et al. 2010) have been observed in 91 

association with complex thermodynamic structures during frontal passages. The Kanto 92 

Plain is surrounded by the mountains on the north and west sides and by the sea on the 93 

south and east sides (Fig. 1a). Snowfall on the Kanto Plain accompanied by SCCs is 94 

thought to depend on the local-scale distribution of the thermodynamic field, such as a 95 

shallow cold air mass formed on the plain, as mentioned above. However, the spatial 96 

distributions of ML structures in snowfall systems in this region have not been reported. 97 

It is important to know the spatiotemporal distribution of the ML to understand snowfall 98 

processes. In addition, this information will be indispensable to efforts to establish 99 

automatic ML detection technologies. Observational knowledge of ML structures in the 100 

winter precipitation systems associated with SCCs must be enhanced by conducting 101 

individual case studies. 102 

One difficulty in the detection of polarimetric ML signatures in winter precipitation 103 

systems arises from their proximity to the ground. A ML that is close to the ground is 104 

often missed at far radar ranges, because it tends to be located below the height at the 105 

lowest elevation angle. A roughness of the vertical resolution of observation data and a 106 

beam broadening at far ranges are also inconvenient for detecting thin melting layers. In 107 

addition, ground-clutter contamination is likely to occur at low altitudes. In Japan, an 108 

operational X-band polarimetric radar network has been deployed by the Ministry of 109 

Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) since 2010 (Maesaka et al. 2011; 110 

Godo, et al. 2014) as part of the eXtended RAdar Information Network (XRAIN). 111 
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Several XRAIN X-band polarimetric radars are densely installed in the Kanto Region. 112 

The possibility that these radars might capture ML structures in winter precipitation 113 

systems associated with SCCs is worthy of exploration. It is also worth verifying the 114 

potential that the spatial distribution of ML observed by polarimetric radars can be 115 

useful for discrimination between snowfall and rainfall areas on the ground. 116 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the spatial distribution of the ML, which 117 

changed dramatically in a winter precipitation system associated with an SCC on 30 118 

January 2015 over the Kanto Plain, using an X-band polarimetric radar. Weather reports 119 

from citizens, including categories associated with surface precipitation type, provided 120 

by Weathernews Inc. (WNI) are utilized to verify the winter ML detection by the 121 

polarimetric radar and to evaluate the potentially discriminating surface precipitation 122 

types by polarimetric ML signatures. 123 

 124 

2. Observation and utilization data 125 

In this study, an X-band polarimetric radar operated by MLIT as part of XRAIN 126 

located at Funabashi (hereinafter, the Funabashi radar) is used to investigate the ML 127 

structure in the precipitation system on 30 January 2015. The Funabashi radar was 128 

chosen to capture clear images of the spatial distribution of the ML during the snowfall 129 

period. Figure 1b shows the location (35°41’45’’N, 140°0’26’’E; altitude 86.5 m ASL) 130 

and observation area of the Funabashi radar. The Funabashi radar covers a vast area of 131 

the Kanto Plain (Fig. 1a and b). System characteristics of the Funabashi radar are listed 132 

in Table 1. The Funabashi radar was operated with 15 plan position indicator (PPI) 133 

scans at 12 elevation angles of 0.7°, 1.6°, 2.7°, 3.8°, 5.1°, 6.5°, 8.1°, 9.9°, 11.9°, 14.2°, 134 

16.9°, and 20.0° every 5 min. The PPI scans alternately contained the second- and 135 
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third-lowest elevation angle per minute. Although range height indicator (RHI) scans 136 

were not conducted by the Funabashi radar, the radar data are shown in “pseudo-RHI” 137 

displays, constructed by extracting the corresponding azimuth angle from a series of PPI 138 

scans with different elevation angles in 5 min in the analysis. In drawing of pseudo-RHI 139 

displays, an observation data at a certain elevation represents the half area of its upper 140 

and lower elevation intervals. For the data of the lowest (highest) elevation angle, the 141 

twice the area of the half of its upper (lower) elevation interval is applied. 142 

For surveying the spatial distribution of ML in stratiform rainfall, Zh alone 143 

provides useful information to some extent as mentioned in the introduction. However, 144 

a BB signature in Zh tends to become weaker when the ML is accompanied by relatively 145 

strong rainfall, such as embedded convective rain, beneath it (Shusse et al. 2011). rhv 146 

shows more robust signature against melting snow particles. Although other 147 

polarimetric parameters such as ZDR and differential propagation phase (FDP) may also 148 

be useful, their contribution for ML identification is less than that of rhv as discussed in 149 

previous studies (Brandes and Ikeda 2004; Tabary et al. 2006). Therefore, rhv is used in 150 

addition to Zh in this study. Zh is computed using the dielectric factor of water. rhv was 151 

corrected for signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) using the method of Shusse et al. (2009). 152 

Precipitation intensity data observed by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) 153 

radars at 2 km ASL with 1-km horizontal resolution are used to show a wide-area 154 

distribution of precipitation associated with the SCC. The surface temperature and 155 

horizontal wind during the event were investigated using Automated Meteorological 156 

Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS) data every 10 min. Precipitation amount, relative 157 

humidity, visual weather observations, and snow depth at the Tokyo AMeDAS site (see 158 

Fig. 1b for the location), the JMA Tokyo Regional Headquarters, were also used in the 159 
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analysis. An upper-air sounding launched at Tateno (see Fig. 1b for the location) was 160 

used to examine ambient conditions of the target area. Surface precipitation types were 161 

confirmed by Weather Reports provided by WNI (WNI reports). The WNI reports were 162 

sent from WNI’s “Weather Supporters”. They post current weather conditions and their 163 

geolocation through WNI’s app. Although categories of WNI reports include sunny, 164 

cloudy, rain, wet snow, dry snow, and graupel, only the reports related to the 165 

precipitation types: 1) rain, 2) wet snow, 3) dry snow, and 4) graupel were used in the 166 

analysis. These precipitation categories of the WNI reports are subdivided based on 167 

their intensity and/or way of falling. However, these subcategories were not considered 168 

in this study. 169 

 170 

3. Environment and surface weather conditions 171 

On 30 January 2015, precipitation events over Japan were dominated by an 172 

extratropical cyclone moving east-northeastward along the southern coast of Japan. The 173 

surface weather map at 0900 Japan Standard Time (JST = UTC + 9 hours) on 30 174 

January 2015 shows the low pressure center and associated fronts on the south of the 175 

Japanese archipelago (Fig. 2). The temperature at 850 hPa from the upper-air sounding 176 

at Tateno was −6.1°C at 2100 JST on 29 January. It rose to −2.3°C at 0900 JST on 30 177 

January when snowfall was observed at the Tokyo AMeDAS site, which is thought to 178 

have been caused by the approach of the low pressure center (Fig. 2). 179 

Figure 3 shows the temporal change in the horizontal distribution of precipitation 180 

intensity at 2 km ASL observed by the JMA radars. The precipitation echo started to 181 

expand over the Kanto region at around 0200 JST as the warm front approached and 182 

continued until evening on that day (Fig. 3a−d). 183 
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At the Tokyo AMeDAS site, rain initiation was recorded by visual observations at 184 

0240 JST (Fig. 4). Transient wet snow and dry snow were recorded from 0325 to 0520 185 

JST, dry snow from 0520 to 1045 JST, wet snow from 1045 to 1205 JST, and then rain 186 

after 1205 JST. The surface temperature at the Tokyo AMeDAS site was 4.5−4.6°C 187 

before the rainfall initiation at 0240 JST and began to decrease at around 0250 JST (Fig. 188 

4). The surface temperature showed a rapid drop of 3.0°C from 0240 JST (4.5°C) to 189 

0440 JST (1.5°C) and reached the lowest value at 0730 JST (0.6°C). Temperatures of 190 

≤0.7°C persisted from 0630 to 1120 JST and then gradually increased. The maximum 191 

snow depth at the Tokyo AMeDAS site was 3 cm at 1100 JST, approximately coincident 192 

with the maximum 1-hour precipitation of 3.5 mm from 1000 to 1100 JST, and the 193 

transition from dry snow to wet snow at 1045 JST (Fig. 4). Relative humidity was ~55% 194 

before the initiation of surface rainfall, and increased rapidly to >90% at 0500 JST as 195 

surface temperatures decreased (Fig. 4). 196 

Figure 5 shows the horizontal distribution of WNI reports at 0600, 0900, and 1200 197 

JST. There were numerous reports of rain, wet snow, and dry snow, with few reports of 198 

graupel in the Kanto region on 30 January 2015. At 0600 JST, many reports of dry snow 199 

had already spread to most of Tokyo and the northern part of Kanagawa, but some 200 

reports of rain and wet snow were also found within the area of primarily dry snow 201 

reports (Fig. 5a). Rain reports dominated most parts of Chiba and the southern part of 202 

Kanagawa. At 0900 JST, the position of the southeastern edge of the dry snow reports 203 

was almost the same as that at 0600 JST (Fig. 5b). Meanwhile, the number of rain and 204 

wet snow reports in the area where dry snow reports were predominant was 205 

significantly fewer than that at 0600 JST, and the boundary line between rain and dry 206 

snow areas became clearer. This means that a stable snowy area had formed in and 207 
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around Tokyo by 0900 JST. Several reports of wet snow were seen near the boundary 208 

between rain and dry snow areas at 0900 JST. Then, the position of the boundary 209 

gradually moved inland. The rain reports had dominated the surrounding area of the 210 

Tokyo AMeDAS site by 1200 JST (Fig. 5c). This is consistent with the visual weather 211 

observations at the Tokyo AMeDAS site shown in Fig. 4. From the distributions of WNI 212 

reports in Fig. 5 and the AMeDAS observation data in Fig. 4, the snowfall around 213 

Tokyo on that day was considered to be in an early stage at 0600 JST, in a mature stage 214 

at 0900 JST, and in a later stage at 1200 JST. 215 

Figure 6 shows the horizontal distribution of surface temperature and horizontal 216 

wind from AMeDAS. Surface temperature distributions did not differ much among 217 

0600, 0900, and 1200 JST. The temperature in the snowfall area around Tokyo was 218 

approximately 0−1°C at these times (Fig. 5). The horizontal wind direction was 219 

continuously dominated by northerly to north-northwesterly winds during the snowfall 220 

period in this area. 221 

The Funabashi radar was located near the boundary line between surface rain and 222 

dry snow areas during this snowfall period (Figs. 1b and 5), enabling the capture of 223 

clear images of the spatial distribution of the ML. In the following section, the spatial 224 

distribution of ML structures during this snowfall period in the precipitation system is 225 

investigated using the polarimetric radar measurements of the Funabashi radar.  226 

 227 

4. Radar signature of the melting layer 228 

The PPI displays of Zh and rhv at 1.6° elevation observed by the Funabashi radar at 229 

0600, 0900, and 1200 JST are presented in Fig. 7 to show the overall spatial distribution 230 

of the ML during the snowfall period around Tokyo. At 0600 JST, a BB signature in Zh 231 
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was seen at a range of ~20 km to the south and southwest of the radar, indicating that it 232 

was raining on the ground in this area, and much closer to the north and northwest of 233 

the radar (Fig. 7a). The local minimum value of rhv in each azimuthal direction was 234 

observed slightly inside the Zh maximum in the BB signature (Fig. 7b), which is 235 

consistent with the characteristics of the ML signatures dominated by melting 236 

aggregated snow in stratiform precipitation systems (e.g., Brandes and Ikeda 2004; 237 

Shusse et al. 2011). The difference in distance of the polarimetric ML signatures in Zh 238 

and rhv for each azimuth direction on the PPI displays indicates the changes of the ML 239 

height around the radar observation site. These changes became more pronounced at 240 

0900 JST. The polarimetric ML signature in Zh was observed at a range of 20−40 km 241 

from the northeast through the south to the west of the radar (Fig. 7c), and that in rhv 242 

was observed at a range of 20 km or more in the region (Fig. 7d). This indicates that the 243 

ML height at 0900 JST was higher than that at 0600 JST there. On the other hand, the 244 

ML signatures on the northwest side of the radar were distributed in an almost straight 245 

line and were closer to the radar on the PPI displays. The position of this line-shaped 246 

ML signature on the PPI displays at 0900 JST roughly coincided with the boundary 247 

between surface rain and dry snow areas shown in Fig. 5b. This suggests that the ML on 248 

the northwestern side of the radar, where the elevation of the ML was lower than in 249 

other region, was nearly connected to the surface. At 1200 JST, the ML signatures in Zh 250 

and rhv showed a nearly circular shape and were observed at further distances than those 251 

at 0900 JST in all azimuth directions on the PPI displays at 1.6° elevation, which 252 

indicates that the ML had increased in altitude around the Funabashi radar site. 253 

The pseudo-RHI displays of Zh and rhv around the radar site are shown in Fig. 8 254 

and reveal the vertical structure of the ML in a direction from southeast to northwest, 255 
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almost perpendicular to the boundary between the surface dry snow and rain reporting 256 

areas, at 0600, 0900, and 1200 JST. At 0600 JST, the Zh BB signature was observed 257 

slightly above 0.5 km ASL at a distance of approximately 0−20 km on the southeast of 258 

the radar, and near the ground at a distance of 0−5 km on the northwest of the radar (Fig. 259 

8a). The region with rhv ≤ 0.94, which is highly likely to be composed of wet snow (e.g., 260 

Kouketsu et al. 2015), around the Zh BB signature clearly shows that the height of the 261 

ML was near 0.5 km ASL on the southeast of the radar, and gradually got lower toward 262 

the northwest and appear to have reached the surface just around the radar site (Fig. 8a 263 

and b). These polarimetric ML signatures near the surface were roughly coincident with 264 

the position of the southeastern edge of the dry snow reporting area shown in Fig. 5a. 265 

The WNI reports confirm that rain and dry snow dominated near the ground on the 266 

southeast and northwest sides of the grounding location of the ML indicated by the 267 

pseudo-RHI displays at 0600 JST, respectively (Figs. 5a, and 8a and b). Some few 268 

reports of rain and wet snow in the area of primarily dry snow reports at 0600 JST (Fig. 269 

5a), on the northwest side of the grounding location of the ML (Fig. 8a and b), suggest 270 

that some smaller snow particles were melted but most of the snow particles remained 271 

unmelted in the immediate vicinity of the ground with temperatures slightly above 0°C 272 

(Fig. 6a). Note that the dispersion in rhv in the area of weak echo at far range is caused 273 

by low SNR (Figs. 7 and 8). Slightly low rhv of the lowest elevation angle is caused by 274 

ground-clutter contamination (Fig. 8). 275 

At 0900 JST, the height of ML signatures in Zh and rhv over the radar site rose to 276 

~1 km ASL (Fig. 8c and d), which is indicative of increasing temperatures at higher 277 

altitudes, as detailed later in Section 5.1. It is noted that the polarimetric ML signatures 278 

extended towards the ground so that it was almost upright at 1 km ASL or less around 279 
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the grounding location at 0900 JST. The position where the ML reached the surface 280 

moved only a little during 0600−0900 JST and was 5−10 km northwest of the radar site 281 

at 0900 JST, coincident with the boundary between surface rain and dry snow reporting 282 

areas shown in Fig. 5b. At 1200 JST, the height of ML signatures further increased to 283 

~1.4 km ASL (Fig. 8e and f). The grounding position of the ML moved northwestward 284 

and was at ~30 km northwest of the radar on the pseudo-RHI displays, which 285 

corresponds to the boundary between surface rain and dry snow reporting areas at 1200 286 

JST (Fig. 5c). 287 

 288 

5. Discussion 289 

5.1 Spatiotemporal variation of the ML during the snowfall period 290 

As described in Section 4, polarimetric ML signatures suggesting the presence of 291 

melting aggregated snow were continuously observed above the rainfall area in the 292 

southeast of the Kanto Plain, and descended toward the ground around the boundary 293 

between surface rain and dry snow areas during the snowfall period on 30 January. 294 

Figure 9 summarizes the temporal change in the spatial ML distribution, which is 295 

depicted based on the region with rhv ≤ 0.94, in a direction perpendicular to the 296 

boundary between the surface dry snow and rain reporting areas, during the snowfall 297 

period. The average height of the ML above the rainfall area gradually increased from 298 

~0.5 km ASL at 0600 JST to ~1.4 km ASL at 1200 JST (Fig. 8), which indicates an 299 

increase in temperature in the upper atmosphere. In contrast, a marked increase in 300 

surface temperature was not observed at the AMeDAS sites in the rainfall area during 301 

the period (Fig. 6). For example, the surface temperature at the Chiba AMeDAS site, 302 

which was located in the rainfall area, was 3.1°C at 0600 JST, 2.4°C at 0900 JST, and 303 
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2.5°C at 1200 JST. It is reasonable to think that the rise in temperature in the upper 304 

atmosphere that caused the elevation of the ML was due to the approach of the low 305 

pressure center and its associated warm front.  306 

Another remarkable feature is the ML structure, which was almost upright below 1 307 

km ASL at 0900 JST during the mature period of snowfall near the boundary line 308 

between surface rain and dry snow areas. In other words, a locally deep ML was 309 

observed near the boundary, suggesting that the slow melting of snow particles occurred 310 

in a near-isothermal layer with temperatures only slightly above 0°C. Generally, MLs in 311 

stratiform rainfall spread in the horizontal direction because of the relatively uniform 312 

thermodynamic fields with a vertical temperature gradient. In the current case, the 313 

vertically extending ML at 0900 JST implies the presence of an apparent local 314 

horizontal temperature gradient without a significant vertical temperature gradient 315 

below 1 km ASL. Marked horizontal temperature gradients can occur around warm 316 

frontal surfaces. Some observations of multiple MLs have been reported in such 317 

synoptic situations (Ikeda et al. 2005; Boodoo et al. 2010). In this case, however, 318 

multiple structure of the ML was not observed during the event. Horizontal temperature 319 

gradients at low altitudes can also occur inside and around locally formed cold air 320 

masses, which commonly forms during snowfall associated with SCCs over the Kanto 321 

Plain (Yamamoto 1984; Tomiyama 2001). Unfortunately, there is no observation data to 322 

verify the presence of cold air mass at low altitudes for this event. We speculate, 323 

however, that the formation of stable snowy area in and around the Tokyo from the early 324 

stage to the mature stage of the snowfall (Fig. 5) is one indication of the cold air mass 325 

on the inland side of the vertically extending ML. It is reasonable to consider that the 326 

vertically extending ML coincided with the edge region of this cold air mass. 327 
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 328 

5.2 Possibility for monitoring boundaries between surface dry snow and rain areas with 329 

polarimetric radars 330 

Surface precipitation types have often been diagnosed based on surface 331 

meteorological elements when creating and/or forecasting their distribution maps. In 332 

particular, some algorithms using surface temperature and relative humidity have been 333 

proposed to discriminate among rain, dry snow, and wet snow (Matsuo et al. 1981). 334 

However, surface precipitation types also depend on the atmospheric conditions above, 335 

not only on surface meteorological elements (e.g., Matsuo et al. 1985). Thus, 336 

precipitation-type discriminations that are strongly dependent on surface meteorological 337 

elements are not always accurate. 338 

In this study, the spatial distribution of a ML associated with the winter SCC over 339 

the Kanto Plain observed in the vicinity of an operational X-band polarimetric radar was 340 

demonstrated. The position where the ML descended toward the ground was nearly 341 

coincident with the boundary between surface dry snow and rain areas, as shown in Figs. 342 

5, 7, and 8. These results suggest that the detection of the spatial distribution of MLs, 343 

such as the spatial structure of grounding ML, using polarimetric radars is an effective 344 

means to monitor the surface snowfall and rainfall areas for winter stratiform 345 

precipitation systems in this region. In addition, there is no clear difference in 346 

polarimetric measurements such as ZDR, rhv, KDP between stratiform rain and snow 347 

regions. Therefore, many of the previously proposed method for hydrometeor 348 

classification using polarimetric radars relied on external data such as temperature from 349 

upper-air sounding observation or from numerical modeling to distinguish stratiform 350 

rain and snow (e.g., Kouketsu et al. 2015). Combination of ML detection techniques 351 
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based solely on polarimetric radar information and some simple methods to judge rain 352 

and snow sides, like higher and lower temperature sides, can contribute to develop 353 

practical algorithms of hydrometeor classification for winter stratiform precipitation 354 

system. 355 

When adapting the results of precipitation-type identification by polarimetric radar 356 

observations to surface precipitation types, the altitude difference between the radar 357 

observation and the ground may pose a problem. However, operational X-band 358 

polarimetric radars are densely arranged throughout Japan (Maesaka et al. 2011; Godo, 359 

et al. 2014) and are likely to have the ability to detect MLs near the ground. In the future, 360 

it would be beneficial to develop a method to automatically differentiate rain and dry 361 

snow areas with the use of the ML signatures observed by the operational polarimetric 362 

radar network. 363 

 364 

6. Summary 365 

This study describes the spatial distribution of the melting layer (ML) in a winter 366 

stratiform precipitation system associated with a south-coast cyclone (SCC) on 30 367 

January 2015 over the Kanto Plain, using the Funabashi radar, which is an X-band 368 

polarimetric radar operated by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 369 

Tourism (MLIT). The detailed horizontal distribution of surface precipitation types 370 

mainly based on the Weather Reports provided by Weathernews Inc. (WNI reports) was 371 

also investigated to confirm to the spatial distribution of the ML and to evaluate the 372 

potentially discriminating surface precipitation types by polarimetric ML signatures. 373 

Stratiform precipitation started to expand over the Kanto region at around 0200 374 

JST. Surface Precipitation around Tokyo started with rain before 0300 JST, which then 375 
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changed to transient wet snow and dry snow. By 0900 JST, a stable snowy area had 376 

formed in and around Tokyo. A boundary line between this dry snow area and the rain 377 

area in the southeast of the Kanto Plain, extending from the southwest to the northeast, 378 

became clear in the eastern part of Kanagawa and the northwestern part of Chiba. The 379 

boundary line between the surface rain and dry snow areas then gradually moved inland. 380 

Polarimetric ML signatures suggesting the presence of melting aggregated snow 381 

were continuously observed above the rainfall area in the southeast of the Kanto Plain, 382 

and approached the surface near the boundary between the surface rain and dry snow 383 

areas during the snowfall period. The typical height of the ML above the rainfall area 384 

gradually increased from ~0.5 km ASL at 0600 JST to ~1.4 km ASL at 1200 JST along 385 

with the approach of a low pressure center and its associated warm front. 386 

A remarkable feature of the ML at 0900 JST during the mature snowfall period was 387 

its vertical extension below 1 km ASL near the boundary between the surface rain and 388 

dry snow areas. This ML structure indicates the presence of a local horizontal 389 

temperature gradient and a near-isothermal layer with temperatures of ~0°C surrounding 390 

the vertically extending ML. It is suggested that the vertically extending ML was 391 

associated with a cold air mass in the lower atmosphere, which often form during 392 

snowfall associated with SCCs over the Kanto Plain, and was located at the edge of the 393 

cold air mass in the lower atmosphere. 394 

This study demonstrates that an operational X-band polarimetric radar in the Kanto 395 

region captured the spatial distribution of the ML, which changed dramatically in the 396 

winter stratiform precipitation system associated with an SCC. It is also suggested that 397 

the detection of the ML using operational polarimetric radars is effective for 398 

determining surface rainfall and snowfall areas. Utilization of dense weather reports 399 
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from citizens was very useful to support this polarimetric ML observation. In the future, 400 

it would be beneficial to develop automatic detection algorithms for winter MLs and 401 

techniques for monitoring snowfall in the Kanto region using the dense polarimetric 402 

radar observation network. Furthermore, future efforts to derive a more detailed 403 

three-dimensional ML structure in the winter precipitation system utilizing the 404 

polarimetric radar network are expected to lead to elucidation of the unique snowfall 405 

process in this region. 406 
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Figure legends 472 

Fig. 1. Locations of observation sites. (a) Map of the Kanto Plain. Gray shading shows 473 

the altitude of topography. The broken-line square indicates the area in Fig. 1b. (b) 474 

Locations of the X-band polarimetric radar site at Funabashi (+), the AMeDAS sites 475 

at Tokyo and Chiba (●), and the upper-air sounding station at Tateno (■). The circle 476 

encloses the observation area of the radar at Funabashi (80 km in radius). The 477 

location of this map is shown in Figs. 1a and 3. 478 

Fig. 2. Surface weather map at 0900 JST on 30 January 2015. 479 

Fig. 3. Horizontal distribution of precipitation intensity derived from the JMA radar at 480 

(a) 0300, (b) 0600, (c) 0900, and (d) 1200 JST on 30 January 2015. Squares indicate 481 

the area shown in Fig. 1b. 482 

Fig. 4. Surface temperature (T, solid line), 1-hour precipitation amount (bars), and 483 

relative humidity (RH, gray dashed line) observed at the Tokyo AMeDAS site. Visual 484 

weather observations are denoted in the upper part of the figure: light blue—rain (R), 485 

pink—wet snow (WS), gray—dry snow (DS). The location of the site is shown in Fig. 486 

1b. 487 

Fig. 5. Horizontal distribution of WNI reports at (a) 0600, (b) 0900, and (c) 1200 JST. 488 

Reports posted from 10 min immediately preceding the indicated times are plotted. 489 

Fig. 6. Horizontal distribution of surface temperature (shading) and horizontal wind 490 

(barbs) observed by AMeDAS at (a) 0600, (b) 0900, and (c) 1200 JST on 30 January 491 

2015. Dots indicate the locations of AMeDAS sites. 492 

Fig. 7. PPI displays at 1.6° elevation showing (a) Zh and (b) rhv at 0600 JST, (c) Zh and 493 

(d) rhv at 0900 JST, and (e) Zh and (f) rhv at 1200 JST. Solid lines indicate the 494 
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locations of the pseudo-RHI displays (azimuth directions of 150° and 330°) in Fig. 8. 495 

Range rings are every 20 km. 496 

Fig. 8. Pseudo-RHI displays along azimuth 330° showing (a) Zh and (b) rhv at 0600 JST, 497 

(c) Zh and (d) rhv at 0900 JST, and (e) Zh and (f) rhv at 1200 JST. Locations of the 498 

pseudo-RHI displays are shown in Fig. 7. The contours of rhv of 0.94 around the 499 

polarimetric ML signatures are also shown in left panels (a, c, and d) for reference. 500 

Fig. 9. Spatial ML distributions at 0600 JST (green), 0900 JST (red), and 1200 JST 501 

(yellow) in the direction almost perpendicular to the edge of the surface dry snow 502 

area. The ML distributions are traced based on the regions with rhv ≤ 0.94. The level 503 

of 850 hPa observed at Tateno at 0900 JST (1.48 km ASL) is also shown. 504 

  505 
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Table 1. System characteristics of the MLIT X-band polarimetric radar at Funabashi. 506 

Microwave amp. Solid state device 

Frequency 9721 MHz 

Transmit power 200 W 

Antenna type Parabolic, 2.2 mF 

Antenna gain ≥42 dBi 

Beam width 1.07° (horizontal) 

1.04° (vertical) 

Pulse width 1.0 µsec (< 6.3 km) 

32.0 µsec (≥ 6.3 km, chirp-type pulse compression) 

Pulse repetition frequency (PRF) 1200 Hz, 1500 Hz (dual-PRF) 

Polarization H&V, Simultaneous transmit/receive 

Minimum sensitivity ≤ −110 dBm 

Observation range 80 km 

Data resolution 150 m (range) 

1.2° (azimuth) 

Variables available Zh, ZDR, FDP, rhv,  

Doppler velocity, Doppler spectrum width 

  507 
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 508 

Fig. 1. Locations of observation sites. (a) Map of the Kanto Plain. Gray shading shows 509 
the altitude of topography. The broken-line square indicates the area in Fig. 1b. (b) 510 
Locations of the X-band polarimetric radar site at Funabashi (+), the AMeDAS sites at 511 
Tokyo and Chiba (●), and the upper-air sounding station at Tateno (■). The circle 512 
encloses the observation area of the radar at Funabashi (80 km in radius). The location 513 
of this map is shown in Figs. 1a and 3. 514 
  515 
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 516 
Fig. 2. Surface weather map at 0900 JST on 30 January 2015. 517 
  518 
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 519 
Fig. 3. Horizontal distribution of precipitation intensity derived from the JMA radar at 520 
(a) 0300, (b) 0600, (c) 0900, and (d) 1200 JST on 30 January 2015. Squares indicate the 521 
area shown in Fig. 1b. 522 
  523 
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 524 
Fig. 4. Surface temperature (T, solid line), 1-hour precipitation amount (bars), and 525 
relative humidity (RH, gray dashed line) observed at the Tokyo AMeDAS site. Visual 526 
weather observations are denoted in the upper part of the figure: light blue—rain (R), 527 
pink—wet snow (WS), gray—dry snow (DS). The location of the site is shown in Fig. 528 
1b. 529 
  530 
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 531 

Fig. 5. Horizontal distribution of WNI reports at (a) 0600, (b) 0900, and (c) 1200 JST. 532 
Reports posted from 10 min immediately preceding the indicated times are plotted. 533 
  534 
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 535 
Fig. 6. Horizontal distribution of surface temperature (shading) and horizontal wind 536 
(barbs) observed by AMeDAS at (a) 0600, (b) 0900, and (c) 1200 JST on 30 January 537 
2015. Dots indicate the locations of AMeDAS sites. 538 
  539 
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 540 

Fig. 7. PPI displays at 1.6° elevation showing (a) Zh and (b) rhv at 0600 JST, (c) Zh and 541 
(d) rhv at 0900 JST, and (e) Zh and (f) rhv at 1200 JST. Solid lines indicate the locations 542 
of the pseudo-RHI displays (azimuth directions of 150° and 330°) in Fig. 8. Range rings 543 
are every 20 km. 544 
  545 
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 546 
Fig. 8. Pseudo-RHI displays along azimuth 330° showing (a) Zh and (b) rhv at 0600 JST, 547 
(c) Zh and (d) rhv at 0900 JST, and (e) Zh and (f) rhv at 1200 JST. Locations of the 548 
pseudo-RHI displays are shown in Fig. 7. The contours of rhv of 0.94 around the 549 
polarimetric ML signatures are also shown in left panels (a, c, and d) for reference. 550 
  551 
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 552 

Fig. 9. Spatial ML distributions at 0600 JST (green), 0900 JST (red), and 1200 JST 553 
(yellow) in the direction almost perpendicular to the edge of the surface dry snow area. 554 
The ML distributions are traced based on the regions with rhv ≤ 0.94. The level of 850 555 
hPa observed at Tateno at 0900 JST (1.48 km ASL) is also shown. 556 


